
Introduction: 
 
Energy efficiency and information 
security are among the top research 
issues in WSNs. In a study, ratio of a 
sensor’s transmit, receive, idle and 
sleep states is found to be 13:9:7:1 [1]. 
Therefore, energy consumption can 
largely be saved if most of the nodes 
are in sleep state and the network is 
maintained to have balanced energy 
among the nodes. To achieve this goal, 
Connected Dominating Set (CDS) tree 
based topology is a good candidate for 
network topology because any node in 
the network is less than 1-hop away 
from a CDS backbone node and the 
leaf nodes can be sent in sleep state to 
save energy whereas other nodes can 
be kept in active state to provide 
connectivity and routing of messages. 

 A3 [2] is one of such topology 
construction protocols for WSNs. It 
chooses act ive nodes in CDS 
depending on the remaining energy of 
nodes and the distance among them. 
Besides its linear message complexity 
and low energy footprint, it consumes 
lot of energy in topology construction 
due to large number of control 
messages exchanged during topology 
construction. Moreover, it uses large 
size of messages which further 
increases the cost of energy during 
topology construction. Further more, 
there are no security measures taken 
to provide security in the network. 

 In this study, it is proposed that better 
energy efficiency can be achieved if 
topology construction protocols use 
small and less number of messages to 
create CDS. To support the argument, 
several changes in A3 protocol are 
suggested to decrease its message 
size and reduce the number of 
exchanged messages during topology 
construction.  

 Moreover, security issues are 
addressed and a security solution is 
proposed to provide network security 
with low energy footprint during 
topology construction of WSNs.  

 Finally, the protocol is simulated 
using Atarraya [3] simulator. Simulation 
results show significant improvement in 
energy utilization during topology 
construction, even with introduction of 
security in the protocol. 

  

A3 Protocol: 
A3 chooses nodes in CDS on a metric which 
depends on remaining energy of nodes and the 
distance between nodes. Distance among nodes 
is calculated through Received Signal Strength 
Indicator (RSSI).  

 Algorithm starts by sending a neighbor discovery 
message to neighbors. Uncovered neighbors 
(children) set sender as their parent, and send an 
acknowledgement message to parent which 
contain their remaining energy and distance from 
the parent. Parent node sorts its children nodes 
according to the equation given below and sends 
the descending sorted list to their children.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each child sets a timeout depending on its 
position in the list. On timeout, it sets itself as 
active node and signals its neighbors to go in 
sleep mode. The nodes which do not receive the 
signal to remain in sleep mode sets itself to active 
and send a message to go in sleep mode. To 
provide coverage, each sleeping node wakes up 
after some time to check further uncovered nodes. 
If there is an uncovered node in its coverage area, 
it sets itself as active and starts the process again 
by sending neighbor discovery message to 
discover further nodes (figure 2). 
Message complexity :  

 A3 algorithm has a bounded and low message 
complexity. The number of messages increases 
linearly with the increase in number of nodes. 
However, the number of exchanged messages 
can further be reduced. 

 We propose that energy efficiency of A3 
algorithm can be increased if Children Recognition 
message is eliminated from the protocol, and 
Hello and Parent Recognition messages are 
merged. Thus, three messages can be reduced to 
one message (A1 protocol). Since the message 
contains information for both parent and 
uncovered nodes, no unnecessary information is 
sent in merged message. 
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Message size: 
Energy consumption increases with the increase 
in size of packets. In A3 protocol, Children 
Recognition messages contain ordered list of all 
the children of sender. This list is used by children 
to set a timer to compete for active node. This 
implies that energy cost increases with increase in 
number of nodes. 
 

 We propose the following changes to the A3 
protocol : 

•  does not send the calculated selection metric 
to its parent 

•  Set timeout independent of other nodes 
•  Less energy will be consumed  
•  Prolonged network life. 
 

A1 Protocol: 
We introduce the proposed changes in A3 and 
add security which makes A1 protocol. In this 
protocol, each nodes sends only one message 
during topology construction, except leaf nodes 
which send one extra message. Protocol working 
is shown in figure 1. 
Improvement or changes : 

•  elimination of Children Recognition message 
•  merge Hello and Parent Recognition 

messages 
•  quick creation of topology 
•  waiting time for children recognition is 

increased for  parent but with less side effect 
 

 In order to merge Hello and Parent Recognition 
messages, single message contains the 
information necessary for both parent and 
uncovered nodes. Now the Hello message is 
changed to contain the hello signal as well as ID 
of acquired parent of sender. When an uncovered 
node receives this message, it calculates the 
selection metric and sets the timeout period. 
Whereas, when parent of sender node receives 
the same message, it recognizes its child node. 
Thus one message serves the purpose of both, 
Hello and Parent recognition. 

Security Implementation: 
 In [5] several attacks and security problems 
have been discussed for WSNs including 

•  data confidentiality 
•  authentication  
•  integrity 
•  man-in-the-middle attack  
•  replay attack 
 

 Inherent limitations of sensor networks such as 
memory, power and computational resource 
limitations makes it difficult to introduce security 
in WSN protocols. An efficient security protocol 
should address both the problem and limitation in 
WSN. 

 In this study, we propose two security 
techniques to provide security in this protocol, 

•  symmetric key encryption 
•  radio fingerprinting technique [4]  
 

 All nodes share a preloaded symmetric key 
(128 bits AES) and a table of radio fingerprint (34 
bytes each node) of all the nodes taking part in 
the topology during topology construction.  

Where x is candidate node, y is parent 
node, WE is remaining energy of node x, 
Emax is the maximum initial energy, WD 
is weight for distance from parent node, 
RSSIy is received signal strength from 
parent node, RSSI* is minimum RSSI 
required to ensure connectivity. 
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Figure 4.Total number of exchanged 
messages!

Fig 5. Residual energy!

Figure 2(a). Original topology 
with all nodes  active!

Figure 2(b). CDS based 
reduced topology using A3!
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Fig. 1a. Original graph Fig. 1b. Sink node, A, 
broadcasts Hello message 
which is received by nodes 
(B, F and H) under its 
coverage area and A sets a 
timeout to receive Hello 
from children. Uncovered 
nodes recognize sender (A) 
as their parent. 

Fig. 1d. Next level nodes 
again broadcasts the Hello 
message after changing the 
parent ID to their respective 
parent IDs. Lets say G 
chooses E as  its parent . C, 
D and E recognizes their 
neighbors due to exchange 
of Hello message. 

Fig. 1e. G broadcasts Hello 
message.  Timeout for Hello 
from children expires at C, 
D and I in which these 
nodes do not receive any 
Hello message with their 
own IDs as Parent ID. 
Therefore, these nodes 
consider them as leaf nodes 
and go into sleep mode. 

F ig 1 f . F ina l reduced 
topology by SEETC protocol 

Fig. 1c. B, H and F further 
broadcasts Hello message 
after changing the parent ID 
to A due to wh ich A 
recognizes its child nodes. A 
turns itself Active as it is 
now a parent node. Covered 
nodes B and F, recognizes 
one another as neighbors 
due to Hello message. 
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 Fig. 3:  Replay attack: If node M wants to relay message from node B to node A, 
node A will easy find that this message is not directly from node B by verifying the 
fingerprint of the signal.  

Protocol Convergence Time 

A3 57.99883656 

CCDS 4.140191767 

A1 38.09626824 

Fig. 6 Topology convergence time!
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